
Learn more about Brazil with us as we explore the cultural
aspects of this diverse country. Brazil offers many different
settings, from the Amazon forest to the sky scrapers of Rio de
Janeiro! 

Cultural Facts

The official language of Brazil is Portuguese due to mass of
Portuguese settlers during the 16th, 17th and 18th century.

The national anthem of Brazil was originally composed as an
orchestral piece by Francisco Manuel da Silva (1795-1865). It
was not until 1922 that the lyrics, penned by Joaquim Osorio
Duque Estrada, (1870-1927) were officially adopted.

In Brazil, the sequence of naming begins with the first name then
the middle name or names followed by the mother’s last name,
then the father’s last name. The mother keeps her name
therefore and adds her husband’s name last. In recent years
tradition has evolved and it is not always considered necessary
for the woman to include her husband’s name.

At present, Brazil has a population of about 212 million people.



Avoid giving anyone a gift that is black or purple, as these are
perceived as mourning colors.

In business, Brazilians tend to ‘deal’ with individuals, not
companies. Therefore, you will need to establish a trusting
relationship with them if you wish to gain their business. It is
important that you do not try to rush them into making decisions
or forming relationships.

When invited to dinner or an event, do not under-dress. It is
considered more appropriate to over-dress than to appear too
casual in appearance. Always bring the hostess a small gift of
gratitude (such as a glass of wine or some fresh flowers).

The official Brazilian currency since 1994 is the Brazilian Real,
through its history Brazil has had a number of other currencies
such as the Portuguese real and the cruziero. 
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